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Abstract 
In the present digital world, computer 
security and authentication has become an 
important issue for computer users to protect 
their data from the impostors and 
intruder’s.Security of data completely 
depends on the password. A password is a 
secret word or phrase (combination of 
alphabet, numbers, and special character) 
that allows the user to access the system 
resources. Here we are providing an 
authentication scheme which is a solution to 
this problem by making a spy-resistant 
password entry module that looks as a 
Keyboard or virtual keyboard to improve 
more security on publicly observable 
environment .This authentication technique 
gives a secure login interface which uses 
randomly Generated Single Integer Input 
Digits corresponding to password characters 
on secure login interface module. 
Keywords: random number generation, 
authentication scheme, secure login interface 
etc. 

Introduction:  
To provide security we use traditional password 
authentication schemes but that too have many 
drawbacks. In password mechanism the 
password length are usually small or short, thus 
making it easier to spy and memorize the 
passwords via monitoring of keystrokes or 
through eavesdropping [1, 2]. 
In our solution we are trying to make a spy-
resistant password entry module that looks like 
Keyboard or virtual keyboard to improve more 
security on publicly observable [3, 4]. In this 
approach a security method is proposed to 
provide a strong security support anywhere for 
both short and long character-password at user 
level. We are developing a user authentication 
technique by providing a login interface. The 

password will consist of text and the image for 
verification at every login .This approach does 
not require the input code to be hidden from 
anyone or converted to placeholder characters 
for security reason. The system accepts all 
printable ASCII characters, which may consist of 
lower and upper case (A-Z, a-z), numeric digits 
(0-9), and special characters (@ * $ + ~ - ! _ ^, ( 
) { } # % etc).  

In this, A login user  interface is designed that 
has all alphabets (upper and lower case letter), 
numeric digits and special characters and an 
image, at the time of entering numeric digits as a 
password instead of character that is 
corresponding of each letter and  is called 
Randomly Generated Single Integer Input Value 
(0-9) on login interface and every time user login 
then he will get new integer input value 
corresponding to the characters to produce  a  
hardened password  that  is  convincingly  more  
secure  than  conventional password entry system 
against both online and offline attackers. It 
means a single integer input value is assign more 
than one letter (A-Z, 0-9, a-z, (@ * $ + ~ - ! etc.)  
makes it impossible for attackers to hack or 
electronically eavesdrop, shoulder surfing, brute 
force attack on user password at input level (at 
application layer). It will improve the security 
and integrity of the password systems. Whenever 
an intruder tries to spy he will get only numeric 
digits that are assigned more than one letter. 
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Structure of the System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 DFD of Proposed System 

The architecture of the approach is shown in 
fig.1. In this we can take maximum 6 characters 
length password that must contain one Upper & 
lower case alphabet and one integer number and 
maximum length of password depends on coder 
and maximum password length provide more 
security. 

Working: 

Step 1.Splash Screen 

This is the first screen (Fig 2), the user gets when 
it first interacts with the system 

Figure 2 Splash Screen 

Step 2.User Phase 

Login Module. In this module the user gets the 
input screen (Fig 3). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Login Module 

If the user is registered user then it enters its 
credentials which are customer id and password. 

Firstly it will create the connection with the 
server. When connection will be verified it will 
send the customer id to the server and retrieve the 
encrypted password. After this we decrypt the 
password and compare with the password 
entered by the user. If password matches it will 
move to secure login gateway otherwise display 
the failure message. 

Registration Module: 
If the user is the new user then he/she clicks on 
the register now button , which will make the 
user jump to registration form(Fig 4)where the 
user registers its name, user id , password, 
account number ,image and a secret code. Then 
finally clicks on register now button. 

 

Figure 4 Registration Form 

The password, secret code and the image code 
will be stored in database in encrypted form. The 
database (DB) contains all the credentials of 
legitimate users. We have restricted the 
password length maximum up to 6 characters 
and secret code of 3 characters which are 
alphanumeric. 

Step 3.Secure Login Interface 

After creating our password followed with a 
Strong password points ,now User goes to Secure 
login interface Form in which lower and upper 
case letter (A-Z, a-z), numeric digits (0-9), and 
special characters (@ * $ +- ! _ ^, ( ) { } # % etc) 
available with a corresponding randomly 
Generated single Integer value (0-9) and this 
integer value is changed every time when user 
login (Fig5). At this time the user enters the 
corresponding integer values with respect to 
password and secret code. At the time also the 
user selects the image from the five available one 
corresponding to its original selection while 
doing the registration 
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Figure 5 Splash Screen 

 

Figure 6 Secure Login 

At this step user enter own password in the form 
of numeric value instead character that is 
correspond to valid password characters after 
studying the secure login user interface It may 
the number correspond to a letter is repeated. 
And our algorithms make a table of every unique 
single integer that is entered by user (in the form 
of Jagged array as a backend process). 

Step 4.  Access Given  

If the credentials entered by the user are correct 
in STEP 3 then user is given access to account 
and thus welcome screen is flashed. 

Step 5.  Access Denied/Account Blocked 

If the credentials entered by the user are incorrect 
in STEP 3 then user is given message as wrong 
input .The maximum trial for inputting 
credentials is three. After this account will be 
blocked and account blocked screen will be 
flashed. 

Conclusion: 
In this approach Randomly Generated Single 
Integer Input digits corresponding to password 
characters on login interface module. This makes 
it impossible for attackers to hack or 
electronically eavesdrop, shoulder surf, or use 
brute force attack on user password at input level 
(at application layer). It will improve the security 
and integrity of the password systems. We 
believe that a scheme that is simpler for the user, 
more efficient or less time consuming in terms of 
login time and more secure against the 
aforementioned attacks can be developed. 
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